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 7 

Abstract 8 

External sulfate attack (ESA) is a key degradation mechanisms of cementitious materials. 9 

Although the advantages of low-C3A cement and supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) 10 

have been confirmed, there remains a need for a better understanding of the phenomenon and 11 

guidance on accelerated testing due to the numerous parameters affecting this degradation. This 12 

study introduces a machine learning framework for predicting the expansion of cementitious 13 

materials incorporating SCM because of ESA. A comprehensive database is constructed, and four 14 

optimized machine learning models are compared. Among them, extreme Gradient Boosting 15 

(XGBoost) showed the best performance with a R² accuracy of 0.933 and 0.788 on the training 16 

and the test set resp. Additionally, SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) enabled the 17 

identification of the most influential inputs and their relative influence. It has been found that 18 

clinker composition, mix proportion, sample geometry, and sulfate solution characteristics play an 19 

important role, with their relative contribution being 34%, 36%, 3% and 27% resp. Furthermore, 20 

a thorough analysis of the model predictions on some expansive and non-expansive mortar and 21 

concrete samples demonstrated its reliability. Finally, the model was shown to be able to accurately 22 

predict the time required to reach a given expansion. 23 

Keywords: Concrete; Sulfate attack; Expansion, Machine Learning; SHAP. 24 

 25 

1. Introduction  26 

Among all the degradations that can happen to cementitious materials, the external sulfate 27 

attack is one of the most studied and documented. The attack mechanism can be summarized as 28 

follows: sulfates in solution progress into the cement matrix by diffusion and react with ions in the 29 
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pore solution to form expansive products. The most common expansive product is the 30 

aluminosulfate phase ettringite [1]. According to the crystal pressure theory [2], secondary 31 

ettringite forming from a supersaturated pore solution into the cement matrix nanoporosity will 32 

lead to expansion and, after that, cracking [3,4].  33 

Many lab tests have been performed to highlight the parameters influencing ESA. Those 34 

parameters can be related to the sulfate solution, the conditions of exposure, or the cementitious 35 

material properties. First, the type of cation and the sulfate concentration of the sulfate solution 36 

directly impact the products formed during the attack. The magnesium reacts with hydrates from 37 

the cement paste to form brucite and M-S-H that replace C-S-H during magnesium sulfate attack 38 

[5]. Gypsum will form over ettringite when the sulfate solution has a sulfate concentration of over 39 

30 g/L [6,7]). A high sulfate concentration accelerates the diffusion of sulfates. The supersaturation 40 

regarding ettringite is reached faster: the higher the sulfate concentration, the shorter the response 41 

time [8]. Secondly, exposure conditions such as pH and temperature also affect the kinetic of the 42 

attack. A controlled pH of 7 spurs the Ca(OH)2 leaching [9] and subsequently provides Ca2+ to the 43 

pore solution that can react with sulfate to form expansive products [10]. While high temperatures 44 

induce a shortening in response time, temperatures below 5 °C lead to the formation of calcium 45 

sulfate carbonate phase, e.g., thaumasite, as a product of ESA [11].  46 

While sulfate solution and exposure conditions greatly influence the ESA mechanism, most 47 

of the chemical elements reacting with sulfates are brought by the cement matrix. The clinker C3A 48 

content is considered the most important aluminates source. Thus CEM I cement with low C3A 49 

content are considered sulfate-resistant cements (SR0, SR3, SR5) [12]. SCM such as slag, fly ash 50 

or pozzolans consume portlandite by pozzolanic reactions and form C-A-S-H besides the C-S-H 51 

formed by C3S and C2S hydration, lessening the gypsum formation and ettringite recrystallization 52 

[13]. Recently, the positive effect of calcined clay has been reported [14,15]. The fine porosity of 53 

C-A-S-H slows the sulfate diffusion through the cementitious matrix and has a positive effect on 54 

the resistance to ESA. Last, diffusion being controlled by porosity, the water/cement ratio greatly 55 

affects the sulfate resistance of a sample [16]. However, the behavior of the ternary or quaternary 56 

cement blends with high substitution ratios remains an open question. 57 

The collected information helps set up more efficient and representative lab tests. One of the 58 

most debated points is the duration of the test because of the number of parameters influencing the 59 

time to reach a given expansion. As stated before, the formation of expansive products will depend 60 
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on the sulfate concentration in the pore solution; the sulfate diffusion is thus the limiting step. Tests 61 

may require several months before giving significant results. Thus, to address this issue, some lab 62 

tests are designed to accelerate the degradation process. While they may be effective, it is difficult 63 

to say if they are accurate to the ESA mechanism [17]. Moreover, the relative importance of the 64 

various parameters involved in ESA is still debated. For example, mortar and concrete mix 65 

compositions and samples' geometrical features play a decisive role in the volumetric expansion 66 

measured in laboratory tests, influencing the final classification of types of cement regarding their 67 

sulfate resistance. 68 

In recent years, Machine Learning has been increasingly employed for predicting and 69 

analyzing cementitious materials’ properties. Deep Learning techniques and Convolutional Neural 70 

networks help assess concrete properties at various scales: from crack and defect detection [18–71 

20] to concrete microscopic image analysis [21–23] or mechanical properties [24]. Gaussian 72 

processes, Bayesian techniques, and exploration-exploitation techniques close to reinforcement 73 

learning have been successfully employed to infer mechanical characteristics from 74 

microindentation and nanoindentation [25] or quantitatively estimate uncertainties concerning 75 

concrete properties such as susceptibility to sulfate degradation [26]. However, these techniques 76 

are relatively limited in terms of interpretability. For this reason, supervised learning models have 77 

been further developed as they can be accompanied by mature interpretability tools in order to gain 78 

insights about the most influencing parameters governing a phenomenon. Numerous research 79 

works have been published to predict concrete compressive strength [27–30], fresh properties [31], 80 

creep [32,33], shrinkage[34–36], chloride [37], carbonation resistance [38], frost resistance [39]. 81 

Advances such as features analysis and dubbed SHapley Additives exPlanations (SHAP) [40] 82 

introduced novel ways to explore feature impact, and it has been shown that machine learning can 83 

provide similar or better predictions than analytical models [36]. However, to the authors’ 84 

knowledge, no study has been reported to predict the expansion of mortar and concrete samples 85 

due to external sulfate attack using machine learning, even though such models would help identify 86 

the major influencing parameters, the role of SCM, and likely help provide guidelines relative to 87 

the laboratory tests definition towards a quick and representative expansion assessment. 88 

This study provides insight into the potential of machine learning models based on 89 

conventional or ensemble techniques to predict the expansion of cementitious materials, eventually 90 

incorporating supplementary cementitious materials due to the external sulfate attack. A database 91 
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has been specifically built based on the available literature. The theory and procedures associated 92 

with the models are briefly presented in the manuscript. Then, the results of the models are 93 

discussed, and the best model candidate is further examined using SHapley Additive exPlanation 94 

(SHAP) theory to understand the most influential features and derive partial difference plots. 95 

Finally, a comparison is made between the experimental and predicted time to reach specific 96 

expansions. 97 

2. Database description and initial processing  98 

2.1 Database construction 99 

Observations of linear expansions of samples completely immersed in sulfate solutions, also 100 

called length variations, were selected from different sources in the literature [8,13,14,17,41–64]. 101 

These studies reported expansions of various mortar and concrete specimens with sulfate-resistant 102 

and non-sulfate-resistant cement from standard to high-strength mixes. Only mixes based on CEM 103 

I cements, eventually with SCM (fly ash, slag, pozzolan, limestone, silica fume and calcined clay, 104 

abbreviated with MK in Table 1), were selected because of the lack of information about some 105 

standardized blended cement (classified as CEM II to CEM V according to Eurocodes). In total, 106 

336 mortar and concrete expansion curves were obtained and used to interpolate expansion values 107 

at increasing ages relative to the square root of time due to the diffusive nature of the process, e.g., 108 

1√𝑑, 2√𝑑, 3√𝑑, …, until the end of each corresponding measurement. Then, after the interpolation 109 

and the filtering steps, 5294 expansion data points were generated. Only positive expansions 110 

smaller than 0.4% were considered in order to limit the influence of external phenomena on the 111 

results, such as leaching or extensive cracking. Some curves were not included because of 112 

excessive or very rapid unexplained expansions. No further cleaning or filtering was applied. 113 

Four types of inputs parameters were considered: clinker composition (C3S, C2S, C3A and 114 

C4AF), mix proportion and characteristics (cement mass, aggregate-to-cement ratio, water-to-115 

binder ratio and SCMs proportions, 28-day compressive strength reflecting porosity which is rarely 116 

reported), sample geometry (shape and surface-to-perimeter ratio), and sulfate solution and 117 

environment characteristics (cation type, concentration, pH, and temperature). Categorical values 118 

such as cation type and mold properties were encoded to be used as inputs in the model. We 119 

attributed the value 1 to Na, the value 0 to Mg, and, concerning the mold shape, we attributed the 120 

value 0 for prismatic specimens and 1 for cylindrical specimens. 121 
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2.2 Imputation of missing values 122 

2.2.1 Compressive strength inference using XGBoost 123 

Since porosity and strength-related properties might have an influence on expansion during 124 

the external sulfate attack process and considering that strength is reported more often than 125 

porosity [63], a dedicated XGBoost model has been used to input missing 28-day compressive 126 

strength data, amounting to 44% of the database (148 formulations), based on the cement 127 

composition and the mix formulation as described in the previous section. The choice has been 128 

made to demonstrate the suitability of the present database without the need for an external 129 

database. The model has been trained using 75% of the 188 experimental compressive strengths 130 

available in the original database and tested on the remaining 25%. Between 20 and 80 MPa, the 131 

28-day cubic compressive strength of the test samples was estimated with an R² value of 0.83, 132 

which is better than the classic mean inference or regression methods. All missing strength values 133 

were thus inferred using the dedicated XGBoost model. 134 

2.2.2 Other missing values 135 

Two different methods were used to infer other missing values [17-19]. First, the univariate 136 

imputation consists of filling in the missing values by statistical characteristics of the existing data 137 

(median, most frequent, mean). This simple approach is used for the missing oxides in the cement 138 

composition. The second method, relying on the physical aspects, is used for pH. Due to leaching 139 

phenomena, the missing values of uncontrolled pH are filled by 10. Last, missing C3S, C2S, C3A, 140 

and C4AF values were calculated using Bogue’s equation based on oxides compositions.  141 

2.3. Final database description  142 

After inferring all missing values, the final database containing 5294 expansion values relative 143 

to 21 parameters was obtained. A description of the database is given in Table 1, and the cumulated 144 

distribution functions associated with most of the inputs are given in Fig. 1. Mean and median 145 

values have been reported, as well as minimum and maximum values. The database covers a wide 146 

range of cement compositions, mortar and concrete formulations with various W/B ratios, SCM 147 

types, and sulfate solution compositions and environmental conditions. No particular data 148 

imbalance can be observed. However, temperature values were almost all equal to 20 or 23°C and 149 

nanosilica content equal to 0%, their effects cannot thus be analyzed in-depth. 150 
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Correlations between the input variables were calculated before the machine learning 151 

algorithms’ application in order to avoid excessive correlations between variables. The correlation 152 

matrix is given in Fig. 2. As expected, some formulation parameters (water-binder ratio, water-153 

binder ratio, aggregate-cement ratio, and cement content) were particularly correlated. Apart from 154 

these correlations concerning formulations, no other significant correlation was observed.  155 

 156 

Table 1. Description of the database used in this study 157 

  mean std min 25% 50% 75% max 

C3S (%) 57.7 5.9 34.0 54.95 56.66 61.0 73.5 

C2S (%) 14.9 6.0 2.29 12.0 14.57 18.1 39.0 

C3A (%) 8.0 2.6 0.9 5.8 7.6 10.1 11.9 

C4AF (%) 9.4 2.7 0.0 7.8 9.7 10.98 19.7 

Cement (kg/m3) 355.4 129.5 55.0 269 375 469 553 

A/C 4.36 1.9 1.64 3.0 3.9 5.2 15.4 

W/B 0.5 0.08 0.33 0.48 0.5 0.55 0.77 

Fly Ash (%mb) 3.6 25.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 

Slag (%mb) 14.3 23.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 85.0 

Pozzolan (%mb) 0.25 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 

Limestone (%mb) 2.9 8.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 

MK (%mb) 2.37 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.0 

Silica Fume (%mb) 0.29 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 

Nanosilica (%mb) 0.30 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 

Cation 0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Concentration % 5.7 5.1 0.3 3.0 5.0 5.0 20.0 

pH 9.0 1.8 3.0 7.5 10.0 10.0 12.3 

Temperature (°C) 19.5 4.7 1.0 20.0 20.0 20. 35.0 

Mold properties 0.04 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Surface/perimeter 

(cm) 1.0 0.6 0.25 0.625 0.625 1.25 2.5 

fc28 (MPa) 49.4 13.4 20.6 41.5 47.9 54 100 
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 158 
Fig 1. Experimental cumulative distribution functions of the inputs 159 
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 160 

Fig. 2. Correlation matrix of the input variables 161 

3. Methods 162 

3.1. Machine learning models 163 

3.1.1 Linear regression 164 

Regression analysis was first provided by Francis Galton in the second half of the 19th 165 

century. Regression analysis is a statistical approach that uses the relation between quantitative 166 

variables, so that a simple linear curve can predict a result or response variable [65]. Regression 167 

models have only linear parameters; therefore, the predicted variables are linear. The linear curve 168 

is constructed to have a lesser error between the variables and the curve. Linear regression (LR) is 169 

used as a benchmark model in this study to highlight the benefits of using ensemble models. 170 

3.1.2 Decision trees 171 
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Decision Trees (DT) are basic estimators and non-parametric models used in Machine 172 

Learning. DT comprise two types of components: nodes and branches [66]. Each one of the data's 173 

features is examined at each node. For this reason, DT are flexible models that do not increase 174 

their number of parameters when adding more features. The internal nodes indicate an attribute 175 

test, and each branch and leaf represent the test result and the class tag, respectively. These nodes 176 

come in three different categories, and each one has a distinct geometric shape, such as a circle, 177 

rectangle, or triangle. DT is a simple ML learning model in term of interpretability and constitute 178 

the element piece of more advanced ensemble models described hereafter. 179 

3.1.3 XGBoost 180 

XGB is known as an upgraded gradient boosting machine implementation, that uses a more 181 

regularized model generation to control over-fitting more successfully using Friedman's gradient 182 

boosting method [67]. The prediction is made by using several additive functions: 183 

 𝑌𝑖𝑘 = 𝑌𝑖𝑘+1 +  𝜇𝑓𝑘 (1) 

Where Yik is the predicted value of ith iteration, fk is an estimator corresponding to a tree structure, 184 

Yi0 is the mean of predictions of training dataset, µ is the learning rate, facilitating steady model 185 

improvement while including new trees and preventing overfitting. It is important to remember that 186 

overfitting is the main issue with all ML models. At the k step, kth estimator is added to the model, 187 

and the estimation of Yk can be done according to equation (2),fk can be determined by minimizing 188 

the following objective function: 189 

 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = λT +  ∑[𝐸𝑗𝜔 +  
1

2
(𝐹𝑗 + 𝛾)𝑤𝑗

2] 

𝑇

𝑗=0

 (2) 

Where T represents the total number of leaves in the kth decision tree and wj are the weights of 190 

each leaf. λ and γ are regularization parameters that control the simplicity of the tree structure to 191 

reduce overfitting. Ej and Fj are the sums of the samples associated with the jth leaf of the first and 192 

second gradients of the loss function, respectively. 193 

3.1.4 Light Gradient Boosting (LGBM) 194 

Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM) is a new Gradient Boosted Decision Tree-based 195 

algorithm for machine learning [68]. It was originally introduced by Microsoft and is very similar 196 
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to XGB model. However, unlike most other implementations, LGBM does not grow a tree level-197 

wise (row by row/horizontally). Instead, it implements the leaf-wise tree growth method (it grows 198 

vertically). This means that it selects the leaf that will have a maximum decrease in loss and grows 199 

on it. This building approach lowers the penalty for a wrong prediction. LGBM can also avoid 200 

over-fitting by limiting its tree depth. The main disadvantage of LGBM is that it covers many 201 

hyperparameters, making it harder to tune. 202 

LGBM was created as a significant rival to XGBoost to increase training speed, use less 203 

memory, and retain excellent accuracy. The primary distinction between LGBM and XGBoost is 204 

how the trees are grown, as illustrated in Fig.3. 205 

 206 
Fig. 3. Different ways for growing trees between LGBM and XGB [69]. 207 

3.2. Hyperparameters optimization  208 

A Bayesian-based hyperparameter optimization algorithm has been employed, namely the 209 

Tree-structured Parzen Estimator (TPE), which is a Sequential Model-Based Method [70]. The 210 

interest of TPE algorithm lies in its reduced runtime and the better scores of the optimized models 211 

on the final test set as compared to other optimization algorithms, especially Random Search or 212 

manually-based optimization. TPE algorithm can be briefly described as an exploration-213 

exploitation algorithm that looks to optimize the expected improvement (EI) function, defined in 214 

eq. 12, at each iteration using a surrogate loss function and selecting the best couple of 215 

hyperparameters within a given search space. 216 
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 𝐸𝐼𝑦∗(𝑥) = ∫ max(𝑦∗ − 𝑦, 0) 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥)𝑑𝑦
∞

−∞

 (3) 

Where y* is a target performance, i.e. threshold value of the loss, e.g. objective, function, x is 217 

the proposed set of hyperparameters, y is the actual value of the loss using hyperparameters x, and 218 

p(y | x) is the surrogate probability model expressing the probability of y given x. Maximizing the 219 

Expected Improvement with respect to x means finding the best hyperparameters under the 220 

surrogate function p (y | x). 221 

For TPE, p(y | x) is approximated using Bayes’ rule: 222 

 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) =
𝑝(𝑥|𝑦) × 𝑝(𝑦)

𝑝(𝑥)
 (4) 

Where p(x|y), which is the probability of the hyperparameters given the score on the objective 223 

function, in turn, is expressed considering a split according to two different distributions for the 224 

hyperparameters: one where the value of the objective function is less than the threshold, l(x), and 225 

one where the value of the objective function is greater than the threshold, g(x): 226 

 𝑝(𝑥|𝑦) = {
𝑙(𝑥), 𝑖𝑓 𝑦 < 𝑦∗

𝑔(𝑥), 𝑖𝑓 𝑦 ≥ 𝑦∗ (5) 

The EI to maximize is then proportional to g(x)/l(x) that is to be minimized: 227 

 𝐸𝐼𝑦∗(𝑥) ∝  (𝛾 + 
𝑔(𝑥)

𝑙(𝑥)
(1 − 𝛾))

−1

 (6) 

Where 𝛾 is the quantile of search result: 𝛾 = 𝑝(𝑦 < 𝑦∗) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑦)𝑑𝑦
𝑦∗

−∞
. 228 

The hyperparameters search spaces of the four models used in this study are given in Table 2. 229 

 230 

Table 2. Tuning ranges of hyperparameters. 231 

LR No hyperparameter   

DT Max depth 

[2, 100] 

Min samples 

split 

[1, 30] 

Min samples 

leaf 

[1, 20] 

Min weighted 

fraction at leaf node 

[0, 0.5] 

 

XGB Nb of trees Learning rate Max depth Min child weight Subsample ratio 
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[10, 1000] [0.005, 0.30] [2, 100] 

 

[1, 30] [0.8, 1] 

LGBM Nb of trees 

[10, 1000] 

Learning rate 

[0.005, 0.30] 

Max depth 

[2, 100] 

 

Min child weight 

[1, 30] 

Subsample ratio 

[0.8, 1] 

3.3. Results analysis  232 

3.3.1 Performance evaluation 233 

To calculate the scores of the models, three metrics indexes are used: mean absolute error (MAE), 234 

coefficient of determination (R²) and root mean square error (RMSE), which can be expressed as follows: 235 

- Mean absolute error (MAE): 236 

Mean absolute error is defined as the mean of differences between the predicted values and the 237 

experimental values in the data, MAE is expressed as 𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑁
𝛴|𝑒𝑖 − �̂�𝑖| where ei is the value of 238 

expansion of i-th point in the database,  �̂�𝑖 is the predicted value given by the models i-th sample point. 239 

- Root mean square error (RMSE): 240 

The error of a model in predicting quantitative data is often measured using the Root Mean Square Error 241 

(RMSE). It is officially defined as 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑁
𝛴(𝑒𝑖 − ê𝑖)2  242 

- Coefficient of determination (R²) 243 

The coefficient of determination is a statistical measurement that looks at how variations in one variable 244 

may be explained by changes in a second variable. R² is expressed as 𝑅2 = 1 −
𝛴(𝑒−ê𝑖)2

∑(𝑒𝑖−ē)²
 where ē is the 245 

averaged value of expansion. Both MAE and RMSE can provide an accurate assessment of model 246 

performance by clearly describing the residual error at each sample point. In contrast, R² creates a 247 

dimensionless score that ranges from 0 to 1 by normalizing the squared residual error with the database 248 

variance, in this study we worked with a logarithm of expansion, that is why the statistical indicators were 249 

adapted to this transformation. 250 

3.3.2 Model interpretation and features importance using SHAP 251 

Although several ML-based investigations in solid materials have successfully predicted their 252 

outputs with high accuracy, the interpretability of the ML models has received little attention. 253 

SHAP reveals the underlying pattern that the database's EML models show, which can give a 254 

thorough insight into the prediction of expansion behavior [71]. It is a means to determine how a 255 
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feature will affect the value of the target variable. The key idea is that the influence of features 256 

depends on the full set of characteristics in the database rather than just one particular feature. 257 

Therefore, SHAP retrains the model through all the combinations of features that contain the one 258 

we are investigating to determine the influence of each feature on the expansion, an indicator of a 259 

feature's significance is the average absolute magnitude of its effect on the output. The Shapley 260 

value identifies the relative importance of each trait. The approach developed by SHAP for 261 

comprehending model predictions may be used to understand even the most complex models.  262 

3.3.3 Prediction of time to reach specific expansions 263 

The time to reach 0.2% expansion was calculated with a 1√𝑑 precision for the test specimens 264 

based on the model outputs to evaluate the model prediction capability, similar to experimentally-265 

measured time to failure [72]. For this purpose, the expansions of a given specimen were predicted 266 

from 1 day to 1000 days using the optimized model. The time to reach 0.2% expansion was taken 267 

as the first age at which the specimen’s expansion reached this threshold value or a default value 268 

of 1000 days if the threshold was not reached. Two cases could thus be distinguished: i) non-269 

sulfate-resistant cementitious materials that achieved an expansion higher than 0.2%. For these 270 

samples, the ML models predicted time to reach this expansion was compared with the 271 

experimental values; ii) sulfate-resistant cementitious materials. In this case, the default time of 272 

1000 days was compared to the experimentally measured values, which were eventually set to 273 

1000 days if no expansion had been observed. 274 

 275 

3.4.  Methodology flowchart 276 

The investigation design is recapitulated in the methodology diagram presented in Fig. 4. Four 277 

crucial steps, which have been previously described, can be highlighted: step (I) database creation 278 

and description, step (II) predictions of fc28 and other missing values, step (III) selection of the 279 

optimal ML model with the highest performance, and step (IV) expansion prediction and 280 

sensitivity analysis using SHAP. Database creation was based on literature studies, 18 parameters 281 

were selected as the model inputs, and the expansion was the output. In step II, fc28 prediction 282 

was done to complete the database and prove the performance of chosen ML models. In step III, 283 

the database is randomly split into 20% for testing and 80% for training. LR, DT, XGB, and LGBM 284 

were trained, and their hyperparameters optimized. The performance of ML models was assessed 285 

using R², RMSE, and MAE. The best ML model was then used to predict concrete expansions, 286 
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and the influencing inputs on the output expansion were evaluated using SHAP. 287 

 288 

Fig. 4. Methodology flowchart of the study 289 

4. Results and discussion  290 

4.1. Hyperparameters optimization 291 
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Tree-structured Parzen Estimator leads to a fast optimization hyperparameters tuning, as 292 

illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be seen from this figure that the algorithm RMSE on the five validation 293 

sets quickly decreased in around 20 iterations. The decrease in RMSE between the first model 294 

evaluated and the optimized model is around 0.001 for LGBM, 0.004 for XGB, and more than 295 

0.009 for DT model, highlighting the potential of this optimization procedure in this situation, in 296 

contrast with longer classical Bayesian optimizations and largely longer Random Search. The best 297 

mean result on the five validation sets after optimization has been obtained by the XGB model 298 

exhibiting an RMSE of 0.0515. The optimized hyperparameters of the DT, the XGB, and the 299 

LGBM models are reported in Table 3. 300 

 301 

Fig 5. Optimization history using Tree-structure Parzen Estimator. 302 

 303 

Table 3. Tunned hyperparameters of the ML models. 304 

LR No hyperparameter   

DT Max depth 

11 

Min samples 

split 

6 

Min samples 

leaf 

13 

Min weighted fraction at 

leaf node 

0.02 

 

XGB Nb of trees 

200 

Learning rate 

0.08 

Max depth 

52 

Min child weight 

28 

Subsample ratio 

0.841 

LGBM Nb of trees 

590 

Learning rate 

0.215 

Max depth 

41 

Min child weight 

29 

Subsample ratio 

0.973 
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 305 

4.2. Sulfate attack expansion predictions 306 

The prediction capacity of the optimized models on both the training and the test datasets are 307 

illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 resp. It can be observed that, after optimization, the models 308 

performed well on the training set, especially for relatively large values of expansions higher than 309 

0.05-0.1%. Though the LR model showed relatively poor performance in some cases, which can 310 

be attributed to its low complexity, the other three models could provide predicted expansions 311 

close to the measured values in most cases. Indeed, a high proportion of the predicted values lie 312 

within a 50% interval compared to the experimentally measured values, as illustrated by the dashed 313 

lines. This is a good result considering the relatively low precision of some reported results since 314 

most of the studies generally aim to compare different mortar formulations with one non-sulfate 315 

resistant formulation reducing the other samples’ expansions resolution. Only a tiny number of 316 

expansions higher than 0.2% were incorrectly predicted. These values, which are often associated 317 

with formulations containing both SCM, represent a small proportion of the dataset due to the lack 318 

of data in the literature. It is worth noting that these values can be either underestimated or 319 

overestimated. The latter case is more favorable for building a secure model that might be looked 320 

for in the future. Overall, from the graphs, it can be concluded that the LGBM and XGB models 321 

performed the best on the training dataset, followed by DT model, while LR performed relatively 322 

poorly. 323 

The comparisons between the predicted and measured expansion values from the test set are 324 

illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be observed that the predictions still match relatively well the 325 

experimentally measured expansions in the case of entirely unknown samples. Based on the visual 326 

spread of the predicted values, it can be concluded that XGB and LGBM models performed the 327 

best. However, these models tend to slightly overestimate some values, especially for low 328 

expansions. 329 

Typical time evolutions of the expansions predicted by the optimized XGB are reported in 330 

Fig. 8 and the corresponding mortar and concrete formulations from the test set are given in Table 331 

4. As illustrated in all subfigures, and in agreement with the general results detailed in the 332 

paragraph above, most predictions are close to the measured values, even in the case of irregular, 333 

probably noisy, time evolutions. In most cases, the model was able to reproduce the two-stage 334 

expansion with a limited expansion increase at the beginning, and then a sudden expansion 335 
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increase due to the formation of macro-cracks in the specimens. Moreover, the time to reach 336 

specific expansions such as 0.05% and 0.1% limit guidelines has been predicted with a relatively 337 

good precision of around 2 𝑡𝑜 3 √𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 in most cases. Some rare samples were incorrectly 338 

predicted as mentioned above, which opens rooms for improvement. 339 

a)  

 

b)  

 

c)  

 

d) 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison between target and calculated outputs of the models on the training database: 340 

a) LR, b) DT, c) XGB, d) LGBM  341 

 342 

 343 

 344 

 345 

 346 

 347 

 348 
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a)  

 

b)  

 

c)  

 

d) 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between target and calculated outputs of the models on the testing database: 349 

a) LR, b) DT, c) XGB, d) LGBM  350 

 351 

 352 

Table 4. Mortar and concrete compositions of some typical test samples. 353 

Ref NSR-M [63] SR-M [73] NSR-C [54] SR-C [8] 

Type CEM I CEM I CEM I CEM I  

C3S % 56.6* 52.57 58.4 73.5 

C2S% 14.5* 18.11 14.65 5.5 

C3A% 5.7* 7.59 6.22 2 

C4AF% 12.1* 10.04 8.99 12.9 

Cement(kg/m3) 499 320 350 352 

A/C 3.0 4.58 4.79 5.19 

W/B 0.55 0.5 0.55 0.49 

Fly Ash% 0 0 0 0 
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Slag% 0 40 0 0 

Limestone% 0 0 0 0 

MK (%) 0 0 0 0 

Silica Fume (%) 0 0 0 0 

Cation Mg Na Na Na  

Concentration % 4.24 5 5 0.3 

pH 7 10*** 10*** 7.5 

Mold properties prismatic prismatic cylindrical prismatic 

Surface/perimeter cm 1 1 2.5 1.75 

fc28 (MPa) 46.1** 48.5** 43.1 52.7** 

* Calculated using Bogue calculation 354 

** Inferred using the dedicated XGB model (cf section 2.2.1) 355 

*** Imputed (cf section 2.2.2) 356 

 357 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Fig 8. Typical predictions of expansion evolution of mortar and concrete samples due to external sulfate 358 

attack: a) non sulfate resistant mortar (NSR-M), b) sulfate resistant mortar (SR-M), c) non sulfate 359 

resistant concrete (NSR-C), d) sulfate resistant concrete (SR-C). 360 
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4.3. Model universality 361 

The universality, i.e. generalization capacity of the model was further validated by predicting 362 

the expansion of samples from a study not included in the database [74]. The comparison of 363 

measured and predicted values shown in Figure 9 confirms the good generalization capacity of the 364 

model, as all four expansion kinetics were correctly reproduced. Additionally, predictions of 365 

sulfate-resistant mixtures from this study were also satisfactorily predicted. 366 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Fig 9. Model universality test: expansion predictions of four samples from a study not included in the 367 

database. 368 

4.4. Optimized models’ performances 369 

The performance of the optimized models on the training and the test sets has then been 370 

evaluated by comparing the predicted to the interpolated measured expansions relatively to the 371 

square root of time. The mean values of the performance predictions of the models have been 372 

reported in Table 5. As illustrated by the table, the best results have been obtained by the ensemble 373 
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models, e.g., XGB and LGBM. Indeed, the best results on the training set have been obtained by 374 

the LGBM model with mean R2 values of 0.947 and a corresponding RMSE value of 0.0205. This 375 

model can very well learn the mechanisms at the origin of expansion. XGB model also performed 376 

very well on the training set with R² and RMSE values of 0.933 and 0.0230 resp. The other models, 377 

LR and DT, were found to be less performant with R² values of 0.358 and 0.591 resp., which agrees 378 

with the literature relative to the prediction of concrete properties using Machine Learning. This 379 

observation can be attributed to the lower complexity of these models, which is insufficient to 380 

efficiently learn the hidden patterns underlying the external sulfate attack expansion.  381 

The generalization capacity of the models and their performance on unknown data has been 382 

assessed by predicting the test data, that is, full expansion curves knowing only cement 383 

composition, mortar composition, specimens’ geometry, and sulfate solution characteristics. As 384 

illustrated in Fig. 7 and Table 5, the XGB model obtained the best results on the test set. R2, RMSE 385 

and MAE values of 0.788, 0.0466%, and 0.0273% were achieved resp. LGBM model performed 386 

slightly worse with R2, RMSE and MAE values of 0.762, 0.0495%, and 0.0307% resp. Again, LR 387 

and DT models performed significantly worse, which agrees with the abovementioned 388 

observations made on the training set results. Though these values are slightly lower than the scores 389 

on the training set, which can be explained by the difficult and highly nonlinear problem and the 390 

relatively limited amount of data sources, these values can be acceptable to achieve good 391 

predictions and parameters interpretation, as we will see in the next sections. 392 

Table 5. Mean machine learning algorithms performance for external sulfate attack expansion 393 

prediction. 394 

Algorithm Training set  Test set   

 R2 RMSE (%) MAE (%) R2 RMSE (%) MAE (%) 

LR 0.358 0.0714 0.0465 0.240 0.0882 0.0595 

DT 0.591 0.0570 0.0306 0.596 0.0642 0.0375 

XGB 0.933 0.0230 0.0112 0.788 0.0466 0.0273 

LGBM 0.947 0.0205 0.0110 0.762 0.0493 0.0307 

An overall evaluation of the models can be visualized using a Taylor diagram, as illustrated 395 

in Fig. 10, which summarizes three valuable characteristics of the models compared to the 396 

measured values: the standard deviation associated with the model's predictions, the correlation 397 
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between the predictions and the experimental values, and the centered root-mean-square difference 398 

(RMSD). Similarly to what has been reported previously concerning RMSE, the best RMSD has 399 

been obtained by the LGBM model, followed by XGB, DT, and LR models. Concerning the 400 

correlation of the models with the experimental values, the best correlation is obtained by the 401 

LGBM and XGB models with values around 0.86 and 0.88 resp. Though XGB performed better 402 

regarding RMSD and correlation, the standard deviation of the experimental data of around 0.1% 403 

is almost reproduced by the LGBM model, which is probably due to the highest number of trees 404 

composing the optimized model (see Table 3). However, the standard deviations associated with 405 

the two other models are significantly smaller than the experimental value, which confirms the 406 

difficulty of DT and LR models in grasping the experimental data diversity. For this reason, it can 407 

be concluded that XGB is the best model per se on the test data in this study, but the LGBM model 408 

is more complex due to a higher number of trees. Thus, the optimized XGB model results will be 409 

discussed in the following sections related to the model interpretation. 410 

 411 

Fig. 10. Taylor diagram representing ML models performance on the test set. 412 

 413 

4.5. Model interpretation and feature importance analysis using Shapley Additive Explanations 414 

(SHAP) 415 
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4.5.1. Global interpretation 416 

The most influential features on the expansion predictions have been obtained using SHAP, 417 

and the global SHAP values are reported in Fig. 11. In this figure, the features are classified in 418 

descending order based on their influence from top to bottom and colored depending on their type. 419 

Notably, the top 18 parameters accounted for 98.5% of the cumulative mean absolute SHAP value. 420 

Excluding time, the respective contributions of clinker composition, mix proportion, sample 421 

geometry, and sulfate solution characteristics are 34%, 36%, 3%, and 27%, illustrating the intricate 422 

nature of the ESA mechanism and the need to construct intricate databases to effectively utilize 423 

ML models to anticipate ESA-induced expansion. 424 

According to the model, the cation type, sodium or magnesium, is the most influential 425 

parameter, besides time. While additional studies exploring magnesium would have been 426 

advantageous, this finding aligns with existing literature. While Na+ has no influence on the attack 427 

mechanism, Mg2+ ions from MgSO4 react with cement paste hydrates and prevail over sulfate 428 

attack. The most significant consequence of MgSO4 is the formation of M-S-H in place of C-S-H. 429 

As M-S-H do not provide the same cohesive characteristics as C-S-H, the cementitious sample 430 

will lose compressive strength over expansion [75].   431 

Among the most influential parameters predicted by the model, the water and cement content, 432 

C3A content, and sulfate solution concentration have already been extensively documented and are 433 

already taken into account in various standard recommendations. The model reveals 28-day 434 

compressive strength as another influential parameter. Strength is commonly used as a degradation 435 

indicator more than a parameter [76–78]. This result is related to porosity: a sample with high 436 

porosity is prone to sulfate ingress and, simultaneously, has less compressive strength. Finally, 437 

time of exposure is the most influential parameter. It is worth noting that among these most 438 

influential parameters, various types of parameters, e.g., cement composition, mixture proportions, 439 

and sulfate solution characteristics are all present, which highlights the complexity of the sulfate 440 

attack degradation.  441 
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 442 

Fig 11. Feature importance plot of the optimized XGB model (clinker parameters, mix factors, sample 443 

geometry-related parameters and environmental factors are colored in blue, red, purple and green resp.) 444 

From the SHAP summary plot illustrated in Fig. 12, the relative influence of the most 445 

influential parameters can be qualitatively determined using the spread of the dots and their color. 446 

It has been found that increasing water and cement contents generally increase the expansion. 447 

Increasing C3A content also increases the expansion, especially when transitioning from very low 448 

C3A content close to 0% to moderate C3A content of around 7-8%. Regarding the other factors 449 

related to clinker composition, it was found that the C4AF content is the second most important 450 

clinker factor, the higher its concentration the lower the expansion. This can be partly explained 451 

by its negative correlation with C3A content, as illustrated in Fig. 2. C3S and C2S contents have a 452 

relatively small influence on the expansion. Fig. 12 also shows that an increase in 28-day 453 

compressive strength leads to a decrease in sulfate expansion, while higher aggregate-to-cement 454 

ratios are associated with smaller expansions, which can be explained by the fact that only the 455 
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cement paste reacts. 456 

Though significantly less important according to the SHAP analysis, the influence of SCM 457 

can also be quantified and agreed with the literature [79–82]. Based on the model results, it has 458 

been found that limestone can harm sulfate resistance at high dosage, while calcined clay and slag 459 

addition have a powerfully positive impact on sulfate resistance, and fly ash has a relatively smaller 460 

yet positive influence on sulfate resistance. Conversely, silica fume addition might negatively 461 

influence sulfate attack resistance, especially for moderate to high dosages. 462 

Among the specimen geometrical parameters, it has been found that the surface-to-perimeter 463 

ratio has the most substantial influence, which agrees with the experimental observations [83,84]. 464 

Indeed, the higher the surface-to-perimeter, the smaller the expansion. Other geometrical 465 

parameters such as the specimen shape (mold properties) and height have a smaller influence, 466 

though quantitatively close to some SCM additions. Thus, the model results support the 467 

development of accelerated tests involving specimens with small sections. Additionally, a careful 468 

analysis of the sulfate induced expansion results must be performed regarding these parameters. 469 

 470 
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Fig 12. SHAP summary plot of the optimized XGB model. 471 

 472 

4.5.2 Feature dependence plots 473 

The feature dependency of the results has been analyzed in detail using the SHAP feature 474 

dependence plots. As illustrated in the dependence plots reported in Fig. 13, the relative influence 475 

of each parameter on the computed SHAP values and, therefore, their influence on the predicted 476 

expansion can be calculated. Apart from the cation type of the sulfate solution, which greatly 477 

influences the development of expansion, as explained in the previous section, the most influential 478 

parameters belong to the cement composition and the mixture proportion. Among these 479 

parameters, cement content and water content, which is not reported, have a similar effect and 480 

strongly and almost linearly influence the expansion as illustrated in Fig. 13 a). Indeed a difference 481 

in SHAP values of around 0.05% is almost systematically observed between mixes with cement 482 

contents around 100 kg/m3 and mixes with more than 500 kg / m3 of cement. Similarly, as 483 

illustrated in Fig. 13 b), SHAP values increase around 0.1% when C3A content increases from 484 

around 0% to 8%, meaning that higher expansions are associated to C3A contents of around 8% as 485 

compared to smaller to C3A contents. However, higher C3A contents (<8%) have a smaller 486 

influence on SHAP value (around 0%). Even though this result might be due to the relatively small 487 

number of high-C3A content cements in the database, this could also be explained by the fact that 488 

other factors predominate in the expansion phenomenon of these specific concretes.  489 

Mixtures characteristics such as the 28-day compressive strength and the aggregate-to-cement 490 

ratios clearly influence the expansion values. As illustrated in Fig. 13 c), the SHAP values 491 

associated with high 28-day compressive strength values decrease. In the same way, increasing the 492 

A/C ratio reduces the predicted expansion, especially when the A/C ratio increases from around 1-493 

2 to 4-5.  494 

Accelerated test conditions such as sulfate solution concentration and geometrical properties 495 

of the samples can be analyzed thoroughly. As illustrated in Fig. 13 e), increasing sulfate 496 

concentration values, in the range of 0% to 15%, generate more expansion. However, sulfate 497 

concentrations around 20% might not accelerate the degradation. Similarly, when the surface-to-498 

perimeter ratio of the specimens increases from around 0.5 to 1.7, SHAP values decrease, which 499 

means that the samples are less prone to sulfate expansion.  500 

The partial substitution of cement by SCM can also be analyzed though more data would be 501 
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welcome. As illustrated in Fig. 13 g), cement replacement by slag generally leads to lower 502 

expansions, especially for replacement rates higher than 30-40% [17,85]. In the same way, cement 503 

replacement by calcined clay usually decreases expansions, although 30% replacement rates might 504 

not always have positive effects. 505 

 506 

 507 

a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
e)  

 

f) 
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g) 

 

h) 

 
Fig 13. SHAP feature dependence plot: a) C3A, b) cement content, c) fc28, d) A/C, e) sulfate 508 

concentration, f) surface over perimeter, g) slag content, and, h) calcined clay content. 509 

 510 

4.5.3. Local interpretation 511 

The local SHAP analysis of four typical mortar and concrete samples whose composition is 512 

given in Table 4 are reported in Fig. 14. With a fixed base value of 0.069%, the final prediction 513 

for expansion, displayed atop each graph, is the counteracting result of SHAP values of different 514 

features. 515 

According to the SHAP analysis of the results concerning mortar samples (Fig. 14 a and b), 516 

the amount of cement has a negative impact on the expansion results. Thus, mortar samples made 517 

with cement containing 5.8 % of C3A can have more expansion than mortar samples made with 518 

7.6 % of C3A. This indicates that the C3A content can represent a limit between SR and NSR 519 

cement. However, above this limit there is no proportionality between expansion and C3A content 520 

[86]. Moreover, other parameters can compensate the poor performance of a given cement such as 521 

the low cement content, a relatively high aggregate-to-cement ratio or a moderate water-to-binder 522 

ratio, as in sample SR-M (Fig 14 b). 523 

The SHAP local analysis also gives consistent and valuable indications for NSR-C and SR-C 524 

concrete specimens qualification, as illustrated in Fig. 14 c) and d) resp. The C3A content of the 525 

clinker part is the parameter that has the most negative impact on the expansion for NSR-C. The 526 

concrete samples made with cement containing an important proportion of C3A must present assets 527 

to offset the great reactivity of the cement to sulfate ions. It can be a lower cement content or a low 528 

w/b ratio. Here it is not the case for the NSR-C concrete, as the high cement content and w/b ratio 529 

have, associated with a low aggregate-to-cement ratio, favor expansion. Conversely, in SR-C 530 

sample, the formulation of concrete, the cement composition and the conditions of exposure 531 
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decrease the expansion due to the reaction to sulfate. Those parameters compensate for the slightly 532 

negative effect of the 2% C3A content. 533 

 534 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Fig 14. Local interpretation of mortar and concrete samples expansion due to external sulfate attack: a) 535 

non sulfate resistant mortar (NSR-M), b) sulfate resistant mortar (SR-M), c) non sulfate resistant concrete 536 

(NSR-C), d) sulfate resistant concrete (SR-C). 537 

 538 

Table 6. Comparison of measured and predicted expansions of typical test samples. 539 

Ref NSR-M [63] SR-M [87] NSR-C [54] SR-C [8] 

Time (days) 576 361 225 1521  

Measured expansion 

(%) 0.360 0.029 0.369 0.022 
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Predicted expansion 

(%) 0.306 0.020 0.235 0.033 

 540 

4.6. Prediction of time to reach specific expansions 541 

The time to reach 0.2% expansion of the test specimens has been calculated following the 542 

methodology that has been aforementioned. The results are represented in Fig. 15. It can be 543 

observed in this figure that among the 68 samples, 43 were correctly predicted to not reach 0.2% 544 

expansion (points with x and y values equal to 1000 days on the top right), 18 samples showing an 545 

extension have been very well predicted (bottom-left part of the graph), while 7 samples, i.e. 10%, 546 

expansion time have been incorrectly predicted (6 samples have been underestimated and 1 547 

samples have been overestimated). In total, in 84% of the cases, the prediction and measured time 548 

differed less than 100 days. The R² and correlation values between the predicted and 549 

experimentally measured expansion time reached 0.64 and 0.80 resp., and the regression line and 550 

95% confidence interval reported on the graph can be used to practically infer the time ti reach a 551 

specific expansion. Therefore, it can be concluded that, even though some improvements may be 552 

needed to precisely predict the time to reach a given expansion, the optimized Ensemble Machine 553 

Learning models can be advantageously employed to estimate the degradation time of mortar and 554 

concrete specimens subjected to accelerated external sulfate attack degradation tests and can help 555 

select non-expansive formulations. 556 

 557 

Fig 15. Comparison of XGB predicted and measured time needed to reach a 0.2% expansion with 558 
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regression line and 95% confidence interval (1000d values are attributed to specimens not reaching the 559 

0.2% expansion threshold) 560 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 561 

This study investigated the potential of machine learning models to predict the expansion of 562 

cementitious materials incorporating supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) subjected to 563 

external sulfate attack (ESA) degradation. For the first time, a comprehensive database 564 

documenting the expansion of mortar and concrete specimens has been built. Various types of 565 

inputs have been considered: cement composition, mixture proportions, sulfate solution 566 

characteristics, and geometrical features of the samples. Several techniques have been developed 567 

to fill in the missing values, such as using an XGB model to infer the missing 28-day compressive 568 

strengths. Then four machine learning (ML) models of ascending intricacy were used to predict 569 

the temporal evolution of expansion. The machine learning models have been optimized using the 570 

Tree-structured Parzen Estimator algorithm. Next, Shapley Additives Explanations (SHAP) were 571 

then used to interpret the machine learning models’ performances, and the time to reach specific 572 

expansion were calculated using the test predictions. The results were discussed and compared to 573 

the literature, demonstrating the ability of ensemble ML models to predict ESA-induced 574 

expansion. The following main conclusions can be drawn: 575 

- ML models can be applied to predict ESA-induced expansion thanks to a comprehensive 576 

database gathering from the literature 336 conventional, binary and ternary mortar and 577 

concrete sample expansions with 20 parameters. Expansion values have been interpolated, 578 

and values higher than 0.5% have been filtered out to finally generate a database 579 

containing 5294 expansion values at different times. 580 

- Two ensemble machine learning models, Light Gradient Boosting (LGBM) and Extreme 581 

Gradient Boosting (XGB), were trained on the completed database using a 5-fold CV 582 

procedure after using a train-test split on samples, and outperformed the other two models 583 

under investigation. The best optimized XGB model achieved a good R² accuracy of 0.933 584 

and 0.788 on the training and the test set resp. Its universality has been validated on 585 

unknown data. 586 

- The most influential parameters were the cation type in the sulfate solution, the water and 587 

cement contents in the mixture, the C3A amount within the cement, the 28-day 588 
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compressive strength (which serves as a porosity indicator), the sulfate solution 589 

concentration, and the aggregate-to-cement ratio. The clinker composition, the mix 590 

proportion, the geometry of the sample, and the quantity of sulfate solution contributed 591 

34%, 36%, 3%, and 27%, respectively, demonstrating the complex nature of ESA. 592 

- An in-depth analysis of some predicted expansions from specimens in the test set ensured 593 

the consistency of the model and helped quantify the impact of the input parameters in 594 

these specific cases. 595 

- Time to reach specific expansions due to ESA can be estimated using ML models. In 84% 596 

of the cases, the predicted and measured time for specimens from the test set to reach a 597 

0.2% expansion differed less than 100 days. 598 

The study might open up new research paths related to the design of cementitious materials 599 

with SCM that can resist the external sulfate attack. Moreover, this model could help develop more 600 

efficient accelerated tests to assess the sulfate resistance of cementitious materials quickly. Such 601 

advanced models might be of interest in the future regarding highly durable eco-friendly 602 

cementitious materials development.  603 
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Highlights 

• A database of concrete expansion under external sulfate attack is built 

• Ensemble Machine learning models predict the expansion due to the external 

sulfate attack 

• XGBoost is the most precise ensemble model for sulfate attack expansion 

prediction 

• Inputs importance and relative influence can be assessed by SHAP 

• Time to reach a given expansion can be inferred by the models 
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